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Abstract
Objective: To introduce an innovative laparoscopic knot tying technique using loop knot guide or needle knot guide designed for

extracorporeal knot tying and using needle holder for intracorporeal knot tying to be ergonomically more suitable than traditional
knot tying techniques for minimally invasive surgery.

Design: A qualitative, explanatory research design is used to describe a new technique of laparoscopic knot tying using our self-

designed loop and needle knot guide devices for extracorporeal knot tying and using needle holder for intracorporeal knot tying.

Setting: Laparoscopic simulator trainer laboratory was used to examine different techniques of knot tying. No human or animal
subjects were used.

Method: Various knot tying techniques (laparoscopic knots, surgical knots, knitting knots, fishing knots, and sailor’s knots) were

reviewed online using internet search engines, books and practical observation. The instruments which were used to assist in achieving knot tying with correct configuration, appropriate shaping and maximum security were studied.

We designed the new techniques of laparoscopic knot tying using our self-designed loop and needle knot guide and needle holder to

cast the capsized form of the desired laparoscopic knot extracorporeally by working end of suture over them and pulling the standing
end or needle end through it to form the sliding knot.

Technique: Intracorporeal knot tying: Working end of suture is casted in form of capsized configuration of the slip knot, on the shaft

of needle holder before it is introduced into the body for intracorporeal suturing. Slip knot is formed by pulling the needle end of
suture through the casted working end.

Extracorporeal Knot tying: Working end of suture is casted in form of capsized configuration of the slip knot, on the shaft of an

appropriately sized self-designed loop or needle knot guide and the standing end is pulled through the casted working end of suture

by using loop or needle knot guide, to form a slip knot extracorporeally. The knot is slid on standing end by knot pusher to the site
where knot is to be applied.

Result: Using the innovative laparoscopic technique we achieved:
•

•
•

Accurate knot reproducibility, security and stability.

Least amount of suture material is used in forming the knot so it decreases risk of foreign body reaction in patient’s tissues.

Taking into consideration the ergonomics of laparoscopic surgery, this technique reduces fatiguability and trauma to surgeon.
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•
•

It also facilitates reduction of the angle between the working instruments while knot tying, so ports could be placed closer to
each other, even single port laparoscopic knot tying is possible with this technique.

It reduces instrument movements intracorporeally while applying the knot hence it decreases risk of trauma to patient.

Conclusion: Our innovative laparoscopic knot tying technique is an ergonomically suitable and simplified technique for laparoscopic

knot tying, reduces related trauma to surgeon and reduces iatrogenic effects to patients.

Keywords: Minimally Invasive Surgery; Minimal Access Surgery; Laparoscopy; Extracorporeal; Intracorporeal; Knot Tying; Tissue

Approximation

Introduction
Laparoscopic knot tying is the most challenging skill a surgeon

must master in transforming from laparotomy to laparoscopic sur-

gery. Many advances and technologies like clips, staples, pre-tied
suture loop, tissue adhesives, laser tissue welding, Harmonic, Li-

gasure, electro-cautery are used in laparoscopic operations to ease
the tasks by decreasing the need for knot tying, yet no surgeon can

feel confident in attempting laparoscopic surgery before mastering the laparoscopic knot tying and suturing techniques, because

as the patient safety is at stake during operation, surgeon cannot

exclusively depend on these technologies which have their own
limitations in applied surgery and are more expensive and machine
dependent.

Surgeons are taught that it is vital to perfect their techniques of

knot tying as within the strength of their knots, lay the safety and
lives of their patients. The important basic principles of achieving
knots with correct configuration, appropriate shaping and maxi-

Figure 1: Parts of knot.

mum security and stability, are related to understanding knot tying
techniques. As Clifford W. Ashley says in his book of “knots”: “a knot

is either perfect or hopelessly wrong, it is never nearly right”. To
create our innovative knot tying technique we studied many basic

principals of laparoscopic knot tying and considered the specific
difficulties that we aim to overcome by our new technique.
Generally, the tied knot has three parts (Figure 1):
1.

Loop which embrace the tissue, vessel or the two edges of

2.

Knot- The knot is composed of a number of throws or

3.

divided wound which needs to be approximated.
winds stacked against each other.

Ears- i) Needle-end or post limb of suture and ii) short limb
or working limb.

To understand the technique of knot tying we should know that

to form an absolutely perfect knot we should concentrate in three
stages of knot tying technique which are:
Configuration

Configuration means the composition of different components

of knot such as throws, winds and half hitches forming the knot.

To avoid foreign body reaction to suture material, surgeon

should choose the simplest knot configuration suitable for the situ-

ation, also the smallest suture size necessary to achieve strong tissue approximation should be used. The ears of knot should be cut
as short as possible but not so short that knot can unravel.
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Factors affecting shaping of the knot are:
A.

Tension applied on suture: The shape of knot made by each

person is different. It is just like individual signature. If you

might have noticed, if two people use same knitting needle
and same yarn and switch while knitting you can easily tell

the shape of knots differ even though they have applied the

same knots configuration, it is because of the difference in

tension applied on the yarn for stacking each component of
knot on previous component (Figure 2a).
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In laparoscopic knot tying it is important to understand the details

of changes in configuration of knot by changing the traction force
from one end to another end of the suture.
D.

Direction of traction force applied on each end of suture during knot tying, can bring about change in shape and geometry
of knot:
a.

staking each component of knot should be enough to make
components of knot to stack appropriately. If excess ten-

sion is applied it might cause breaking of suture or cut the

tissue. If less tension is applied while stacking, an insecure
knot may form and in a surgical case, it may cause a catasB.

trophe.

You might have noticed that in art of knitting, for different

size threads different size needles or hooks are required.

ometry, for example overhand knot changes to half hitch

by pulling one end (Figure 3). Some sliding knots are
capsized version of flat knots for example Taut Line hitch

In surgical term keeping the components of knot in order
is called “stacking”. The tension applied by surgeon for

Capsizing-Flat knot’s geometry changes to slip knot ge-

and Nicky’s knot are actually the capsized version of surb.

geons’ knot [2] (Figure 4).

Flipping- Interchanging the traction between working
end and standing end, relocate the knot from one end to

the other (Figure 5). In case of sliding knot made up of
half hitches, flipping changes the last half hitch position

and make a reverse half hitch on alternating post. Flipping is useful in locking and securing the sliding knot.

This is because if the size of the thread is not appropriate
for diameter of the needle the knot will be too loose or

too tight. If instruments are used to cast the components
of knot on them for making the knot, for example where

hooks or knitting needles are used, the diameter of the

instrument should be appropriate for size of thread. The
general rule in knitting is to use needles 2 - 3 times thicker
than thread used in order to make a reasonably good knot

[1]. The bigger the diameter of instrument, the looser the
knots especially if more than two throws are used (Figure
C.

2b).

There is an important principle in one hand knot ty-

Figure 2a: Same size needle and same size thread were used.

ing technique, “After tying the first half hitch, traction on

standing end should be maintained to avoid loosening of
loop before you make next throws”. After we finish each

consecutive throw and sliding it down to the knot, we must
put traction on both ends equally to change the slip knot

to flat knot configuration and hence change its character
from sliding to non-sliding. If this step to change the slid-

ing configuration to non-sliding flat knot configuration is
not done, the knot may slip on standing end and loosen.

This is the principal used in past pointing when sliding half
hitches are pushed with knot pusher, to flatten the knot and
prevent it from slipping.

Figure 2b: Same size thread was used with different size
needle.
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Securing
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The completed knot must be secure, with no chance of slipping.

We have to consider the following points in securing the knot:
a)

Type of suture material used in knot tying, influences knot

security. The braided sutures create more friction than
monofilament sutures, so there is less possibility of knot

loosening in braided compared to monofilament suture.

The number of reverse half hitches for securing knots
made by monofilament suture material need to be more,

Figure 3: Capcizing-over hand flat knot changed to over hand

to increase length of contact and complexity between su-

sliding half hitch when the tension force is applied on post limb.

ture limbs so as to achieve higher internal interference and
b)

more knot security [3-6].

During laparotomy usually we use square knot and sur-

geons knot. We have learnt that applying few reverse half
hitches will strengthen the security of the base knot. Some

studies have shown, that under laboratory conditions, the
ideal knot has 5 throws to maximize tensile strength and

reduce the risk of untying. This finding does not seem to
c)
Figure 4: Taut line hitch/Nickys knot are actually the capsized
version of surgeon’s knot.

d)

change with the type of suture material [7-9].

Most Studies have shown that addition of 3 RHAP in laparoscopic extracorporeal knot tying, improves knot security
of all slip knots [3-6].

After each throw is made, for shaping a flat knot, both su-

ture ends should be pulled to opposite direction, parallel to
loop of knot, to secure the knot. In case of extracorporeal
slip knots, past pointing with knot pusher will shape the

e)

half hitches into a flat knot.

To secure sliding knots, 3 RHAP are made. Each half hitch
should be secured by changing its shape from sliding to flat
knot using knot pusher past-pointing technique [3,4,8,9].

Please note that after applying 3 RHAP, applying additional half-

hitches, not only will not increase the security of knot, but also it

increases tissue foreign body reaction and knot failure due to mateFigure 5: Flipping-interchanging the traction between work-

ing end and standing part, relocate the knot from one end to the
other.

rial failure (breakage) [3-6].

There are many laparoscopic ergonomic challenges during su-

turing and knot tying in addition to visual and tactile obstacles.

Some examples are as follows: In laparoscopy the ports are fixed,

and the freedom of movements is lost. The movement of instru-
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ments are around a fulcrum which is the port of entry; it restricts

The major drawback of intracorporeal knot tying and non-

the movement of instruments to only 4 directions which are: ro-

sliding extracorporeal knot tying is that the loop may loosen

tation, up/down angulation, left/right angulation, in/out move-

before second throw is placed on first throw to secure it.

ment [10]. The working angle between two instruments should be

In extracorporeal non-sliding knot tying, surgeon must note

more than 60 degrees, so the handles of instruments are further

that if all the half hitches are made keeping the standing end

apart causing more tension on surgeon arms and shoulders and

on tension, the knot will have sliding property and is not

neck muscles while suturing and knot tying. During laparoscopy

locked safely. To achieve knot security the half hitches should

not only the surgeon’s movements are restricted, but also all the

be made on alternate posts or fastened by past pointing with

muscles of arms shoulder, neck and back are activated and under

tension, this causes lactic acid production in muscles and tendons
and hence disabling muscle pain builds up, because of which the

efficiency of surgeon reduces as the time of surgery increases [10-

12]. On the long run many surgeons have acquired permanent serious trauma such as headache [13], neck pain cervical spondylitis
[13,14], shoulder pain, finger joint pain in hands, tenosynovitis and

hand muscle injury due to performing multiple laparoscopic procedures where suturing and knotting were required [15,16].

When the handle of instrument is moved to any direction the tip

of instrument moves in opposite direction due to fulcrum effect, it
makes hand eye coordination difficulty.

Due to decoupling of visual axis and motor axis and two-dimen-

sional perceptions during laparoscopic knot tying a lot of extra

movements are made, for example, over shooting of instruments,
these imprecisions of movements can cause damage to patient’s

tissues by the tip of instruments during the attempts to perform
a laparoscopic knot. Imprecision of movement happens more in
hands of less experienced laparoscopic surgeons.

Some common laparoscopic knot tying technical difficulties:

The laparoscopic knot tying is classified under extracorporeal and
intracorporeal techniques.

Techniques of intracorporeal knot tying such as expert ‘c’, Cinch,

Smiley, Gladiator and Spaghetti techniques are aimed at forming a
square knot, granny’s knot or surgical knot as the base knot intra-

corporeally, followed by few reverse half hitches to secure it [17].
Recently some new techniques also have been introduced for laparo-endoscopic single-site surgery LESS, such as D-loop [18]. All

these laparoscopic techniques aim to use the laparoscopic instruments to imitate surgeon’s hands movement in knot tying.

There are also different extracorporeal knot tying techniques:
1.

Non sliding (flat) knots, which are used when surgeon

wants to avoid suture sliding through tissue or anchoring
device.

knot-pusher to change the configuration of sliding knot to
2.

non-sliding knot.

Sliding or slip knots- which allow the knot to be tied extracorporeally and then it is slid on standing end, with a knot-pusher

to the site where knot is to be applied. There are many types of
slip knots such as: - Roeder knot, Duncan Knot, Nicky’s knot,
Weston knot, Meltzer knot, SMS knot, Tayside knot.

The main drawback of the sliding knot or slip knot tying technique is that its components should be stacked properly on
the standing end otherwise its shape and configuration will

change, as a result of this, either it will not slide on standing
end or its loops are loose so they will form a faulty knot which
does not have the property of intended slip knot. In addition,

these loose knots allow more suture material to be left at sur-

gical site causing more forging body reaction and increase

chance of inflammation and infection. To make the proper
configuration of slip knot using working end on the standing

end using gloved hands during surgery needs a lot of practice
and skill as both suture ends are thin, soft and highly mobile.

In addition, gloved hands have less tactile sensation so these
factors increase the chances of faulty sliding knot formation
during laparoscopic extracorporeal knot tying.

Considering the above mentioned ergonomic and technical dif-

ficulties in laparoscopic suturing and knot tying, we conducted a
qualitative, explanatory research on bases of which we introduce a
new technique of laparoscopic knot tying, aiming at:
1)

Reducing the movement of instruments intracorporeally

2)

Suitability to ergonomics of laparoscopic operative sur-

3)
4)

while knot tying in order to reduce chance of trauma to tissues close to site of knot application.

gery, so as to reduce trauma to surgeon.

Simplifying accurate knot reproducibility, security and stability.

Reducing the amount of suture material used in knot, to decrease foreign body reaction in patient’s tissues.
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Innovative technique of laparoscopic knot tying
This innovative technique of laparoscopic knot tying was tried

several times in our lab using laparoscopic simulator, to make sure
we can apply the laparoscopic knots with correct configuration, appropriate shaping and maximum security and stability.
Instruments needed for knot tying:
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 needle holders

•
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Metal rod reducer (size 7 mm) - it should accommodate nee-

dle holder of 5 mm shaft diameter and should pass through
•

port cannula of 10 mm diameter (Figure 9).

Endoski needle is preferable. It is a needle which its proximal

shaft of is 1.5 times the length of distal curved (1/4 of a circle)
portion (Figure 10).

Maryland grasper dissector
Knot pusher

An artery forceps

Laparoscopic scissors

Loop or needle knot guide in case of extracorporeal knot
tying.

We made the loop knot guide by bending the stylet of a spinal

needle size 25 from mid-point over itself. (Figure 6). Thickness of

the loop knot guide should be as close as possible to thickness of

the suture used. If it is too thick the components of knot will be

Figure 7: Needle thread guide.

arranged very loosely on the standing end (faulty knot); if it is too

thin, it cannot create enough space for the standing end to pass
though the components of knot formed on it by the running end.

Figure 8: Needle thread guide.

Figure 6: U-loop hook thread guide.
Needle knot guide-Sterile injection needle with smallest bore

diameter to allow the standing end of suture to pass through its
cavity can be used (Figure 7 and 8):
•

Suture material.

Figure 9: Pass the needle holder into metal reducer, so as to

prevent distortion of the suture casted on needle holder while
passing through the entry port.
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The capsized configuration of the compound sliding knots are

shown diagrammatically in figure 12.

Figure 10: Endoski needle.
Extracorporeal knot tying technique
Basic steps
In this technique of extracorporeal knot tying, the standing end

of suture is passed through the cavity of appropriate size needle
guide or it is passed between the two prongs of the appropriate

size loop guide, the working end or loop end of suture is casted on
shaft of the loop guide or the Needle guide in form of capsized con-

figuration of selected sliding/slip knot, the standing end is passed

through the casted working end using loop or needle guide, to form
a sliding knot.

The capsized configuration of flat knots such as Square knot,

Granny’s knot, surgeon’s knot, Granny wise Surgeon’s knot/Nicky’s

knot, Tennessee slider or What knot, which can be used as sliding
knot are shown diagrammatically in figure 11.

Figure 12

Compound Sliding knots can be divided into:
1.

Non-locking such as Duncan loop which resists slipping by

2.

Proximal locking such as Nicky’s knot.

3.
4.

tightness of its wrappings of loop end around the post line
[3].

Middle locking knot such as SMC Knot, Tennessee slider
knot [3].

Distal locking such as Weston knot, Roeder knot, Meltzer
knot (specially was designed by Meltzer for PDS suture),
Tayside knot (resistance to reverse slippage equivalent to
surgeon’s knot) [14].

The black line is used in diagrams to representing the guide

(loop/needle knot guide) or standing end and the gray line repreFigure 11

sents the running end/loop end/working end of suture which is

casted on the guide. The arrow indicates the direction of entry of
the standing end through the components of knot formed by running end.
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After forming the sliding knot, it is shaped and then slid on the

(Note that, Dundee jamming loop does not participate in knot

standing end by knot pusher to the site where the knot is to be ap-

plied as base knot. The sliding knots are then secured as explained
before to prevent loosening of the knot [3,4].

The number of the reverse half hitches applied to secure the

formation. After knot is applied, the short end is pulled and
C.

sliding knot is decided according to the type of suture material, the
type of base knot and the enforcement required in the particular
situation by the surgeon.

Advantage of this technique over the traditional extracorporeal

knot tying technique, is that forming the components of knot di-

D.

various knots on it, instead of directly forming the components of

knot on the standing end as the traditional method, is very helpful

during surgery to achieve appropriate stacking of components of

knots over stiff guide so the sliding knots are made with precise
and correct configuration extracorporeally. And as within the safety of our knots lies the safety of our patients, this is an exemplary
method of extracorporeal knot tying.

Intracorporeal knot tying technique
Basic steps
A.

B.

Pass the needle holder into metal reducer, so as to prevent

distortion of the suture, which would be casted on needle
holder, while passing through the entry port canula (Figure
9).

First pass the needle holder though a Dundee Jamming

of needle holder is passed through Dundee jamming loop, af-

ter needle is passed through the tissue, the needle end of suming knot.

To introduce the needle and suture, hold the needle end of suture, one cm away from needle with needle holder. In case you
want to make a free tie around a structure, hold the standing

end, one and half cm away from its end with needle holder.

rial while wearing gloves during surgery is very difficult and there

a metal needle or loop guide to form the capsized components of

In case Dundee Jamming knot, itself is to be applied, the shaft

ture is then pulled through the loop to form the Dundee Jam-

rectly over standing end with working end of the thin suture mateare high chances of imprecise knot formation. This method of using

anchoring loop is opened and excess suture is trimmed).

Cover shaft of needle holder and needle suture complex withE.
F.

in the metal reducer.

Introduce the needle holder and metal reducer which is cover-

ing casted suture on shaft of needle holder within it, into the
10 mm cannula entry port.

After the needle is passed through the tissue (or in case of
making a knot around continuous structure, when needle

holder passes under the structure which should be tied) the

Maryland (or another needle holder) is used to hold the nee-

dle or standing end and pull the needle end of suture, then

the needle end or standing end is passed on to needle holder
by Maryland and the casted knot configuration formed by

the short end or loop end of suture on needle holder shaft is
slipped over the needle holder by Maryland so that the stand-

ing end held by needle holder passes through these components of knot to form a sliding knot (Figure 13). By pulling the
standing end the slip knot slides to the tissue and tighten.

loop which acts as an anchoring knot which prevent the
basic knot loops from unraveling, then cast the required

Flat knot capsized configuration (Figure 11) on the needle
holder with working end of suture, around the shaft of needle holder, about 7cm away from anchoring knot towards
the grasping end of needle holder (Figure 13). Surgeon’s
knot provides the highest force to failure and the tightest
loop circumference [3,19] yet choice of the flat knot is ac-

cording to surgeon decision and many surgeons use square
knot.

Figure 13
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Note that the standing end is not pulled through the anchoring

Dundee jamming loop. After knot is applied, the Dundee jamming
loop is slid off the needle holder shaft and the short end is pulled
and anchoring Dundee Jamming loop is undone.

Then steps for shaping and securing the knot are performed.
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the knot is secured by flipping it into flat knot. Furthermore, the

time of intracorporeal knot tying is reduced as the components of

flat knot is already casted on needle holder as its capsized form, so
no need to perform two throws to make the flat knot.

Due to decoupling of visual axis and motor axis and two-dimen-

This capsized knot is secured from loosening or dismantling by

sional perceptions during conventional intracorporeal knot tying

or working end; this will ideally change the shape of the knot, from

to patient’s tissues by the tip of instruments during the attempts

flipping which means interchanging the tension from needle end of
suture (standing end) to the short distal end of suture or loop end
sliding to a flat knot. By changing shape of the knot, the property
of knot changes from a sliding knot to a strong non-sliding knot

which is more secure. Then both sides of suture are pulled with

equal force horizontally in opposite direction, to further tighten the
base knot and prevent it from slipping or loosening.

Throwing few reverse half hitches, on this base knot will guar-

anty the security of knot from slipping or unwinding. The number

of the reverse half hitches is decided according to the type of suture
material and type of knot applied in the particular situation, by the
surgeon.

Discussion
This innovative laparoscopic knot tying technique simplifies

the intracorporeal and extracorporeal knot tying for surgeons, as it

takes into consideration the ergonomics of laparoscopic operative

surgery. Since all the components of base knot are casted outside

the body i.e. on needle holder for intracorporeal knot tying, there

is no need to have the working instruments at 60 degrees or more
while knot tying. so even if ports are very close to one another or in
single port laparoscopy, intracorporeal knot tying is possible using
this technique. Moreover, the method is more suitable to ergonom-

ics of laparoscopic operative surgery as compared to traditional

method, so this fact reduces physical strain and fatigability and
trauma to surgeon while operating.

The major disadvantage of conventional intracorporeal square

or surgeon’s knot tying and non-sliding extracorporeal square
base knot tying is that the loop may loosen before second throw

is placed on first throw to secure it. By using our innovative tech-

nique there is no chance of loop getting loose because capsized
knot is slid to the site were square or surgeon’s knot should be tied,

a lot of extra movements are made, for example, over shooting of

instruments, these imprecisions of movements can cause damage
to perform a flat knot intracorporeally. Imprecision of movement

happens more in hands of less experienced laparoscopic surgeons.
Using the innovative intracorporeal knot tying these movements
are reduced minimally even in hands of less experienced surgeons

as the components of flat knot is already casted on needle holder
as its capsized form, and it slides easily over standing end to site
where it has to be applied, hence this new method reduces prob-

ability of injury to surrounding structures while performing intracorporeal knot tying.

Forming the components of knot directly over standing end with

working end of the thin suture material while wearing gloves dur-

ing traditional extracorporeal knot tying is very difficult and there

are high chances of imprecise knot formation. Using this innovative
method, the components of base knot are casted by working end
on solid metal needle holder or loop/needle knot guide outside the

body with more precision and faster and simplified compared to
previous methods.

This method not only simplify accurate knot reproducibility, se-

curity and stability, but also it helps reducing the amount of suture

material used in knot formation, to decrease foreign body reaction
in patient’s tissues.

This innovative method is an exemplary method of laparoscopic

knot tying which enables Surgeons to master skill of laparoscopic
knot-tying in shorter time as it has the above-mentioned advantages over the previous methods.

After applying the base knot, throwing few reverse half hitches,

on the base knot will guaranty the security of knot from slipping

or unwinding. The number of the reverse half hitches is decided
according to the type of suture material and type of knot applied in
the particular situation, by the surgeon.
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Conclusion
Innovative technique of laparoscopic knot tying is introduced

taking into consideration:
•
•

The ergonomics suitability to laparoscopic surgery.

Decrease trauma to surgeon while operating laparoscopically and on the long term reduce disability of surgeons

•
•

due to trauma acquired after many laparoscopic surgeries.

Decrease trauma to patient tissues while applying the knot.

•

Accurate Knot reproducibility, Knot security and stability.

•

foreign body reaction in patient’s tissues.

Least amount of suture material used in knot, to decrease
Fast and easy learning curve for surgeons learning laparoscopic knot tying.
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